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Abstract
Over the past few decades, time series clustering has received much attention across

many different fields, such as signal processing, business analytics and biology, due to

its general purpose applicability. However, there has been very little research carried

out in the domain of stock price pattern clustering, with only a handful of papers in

the literature. Although the problem of stock price clustering is of great interest as a

research topic in its own right, the clusterings produced could be of practical value to

portfolio managers and traders.

The aim of this project was to explore the domain of stock price clustering, and in

particular to investigate which pre-processing techniques and clustering methods were

effective at clustering patterns of similar temporal behaviour between different stocks.

A broad investigation was carried out of the suitability of existing algorithms to cluster

stocks, as well as more recent advances in kernel algorithms, such as the Multiple

Kernel Fuzzy C-means algorithm.

The majority of the S&P 500 stock price patterns were shown to be well grouped

by their sector labels. The best clustering results were obtained using hierarchical

clustering, which achieved an accuracy to ‘ground truth’ of 74%. The energy sector

stocks showed the most distinct price patterns of the nine clusters. However, a small

number of outlier stocks, which displayed a very different temporal behaviour to their

fellow sector stocks, were identified by analysing the partial membership output from

the fuzzy C-means algorithm.

The two pre-processing techniques that led to the highest accuracy when compared to

‘ground truth’ sector labels were: 1) Percentage change followed by normalisation,

and 2) First derivatives followed by normalisation. Applying PCA and then clustering

using only 15 principal components was shown to produce very strong results, which

were comparable to the best results obtained using the full dataset.
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